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G i v e n  t h e  d i v e r s i t y  i n  n a t i o n a l  m a r i n e  a f f a i r s

administration, the Executive Yuan hereinafter EY, in search

of demonstrating the administration's emphasis on marine resources

and its determination in marine development through coordinating

various government agencies in jointly promotion of marine affairs,

has on January 7, 2004 instilled an "The National Council for Marine

Affairs Advancement hereinafter NCMAA, Executive Yuan herein-

after EY The Commission that serves to integrate the government's

administrative resources in marine management, with private agil-

ity infused, to form a cross-department, cross-domain, versatile and

comprehensive integrated promotional platform.  It further was di-

vided the NCMAA into six working sections, namely the marine strat-

egy section The Research, Development, and Evaluation committee,

marine security section The Coast Guard Administration, marine re-

sources section The Environmental Protection Administration, ma-

rine industry section The Council of Agriculture, marine cultural sec-

tion The Council for Cultural Affairs, and marine science research
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section The National Science Council.

In addition, to aggressively map out a national marine develop-

ment vision that poises to recreate an ecologically friendly, safe and

prosperous marine nation, the NCMAA has specially staged a "Marine

affairs forum" at the Innovation Hall on the ground floor of the Civil

Service Development Institute on Saturday, December 25, 2004, at which

the foresaid six working sections had debuted six relevant national fu-

ture marine development task-sharing proposals, mapping out a rudi-

mentary blueprint in developing the nation's future marine affairs in

six aspects of national marine strategy, resources, industry, culture, sci-

ence and security, where attendees representing the industry,

government, academic and research sectors totaling to over 300, who

gave enthusiastic discussions on the  working items, concept and tan-

gible contents of various section task-sharing schemes.

Premier Yu has stressed in his opening keynote that a recap of

various criteria of Taiwan at the present phase makes this a prime time

for developing its marine affairs that would posies to demonstrate the

nation's competitive and deep-root its national defense.  Particularly so

with Taiwan's rich geographic environment that offers ample coastal/

land areas and with diverse marine biology resources, let along a wealth

of underwater resources around its coastal waters, all of these have come

to provide Taiwan a dynamic and sound foundation in becoming a

marine country, and avail Taiwan with infinite prospering opportuni-

ties when it is able to embrace the blue oceans of its jurisdictional waters.

Also the Premier Yu announced at the venue 2005 has been designated

as the "Taiwan Marine Year", and formally debuts a serial "Taiwan Ma-

rine Year, 2005" campaign, taking to a theme revolving around Marine

culture, Marine ecology, Marine Vitality and General Marine that aims

to bring marine awareness and understanding to local denizens who
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would in turn care for

and know the oceans

better.

Highlights of discussion

focuses among the vari-

ous sections of the forum

are excerpted as follows,

- Marine strategy section:

In view that maritime uti-

lization management has

gone beyond the maritime control and maritime utilization in the past

to extend into the domain of maritime conservation, upholding an ob-

jective of "Maintaining the island's marine sovereignty and ensuring

the nation's development". Therefore the Research, Development, and

Evaluation committee has strategized the development of marine af-

fairs policy into four major task focuses, namely the external "Grap-

pling of international development trend" and "Enhancing global

collaboration", and the internal "Strengthening marine policy legisla-

tion" and "Solidifying marine administration system".

- Marine security section:  As the Cold War has come to an end,

world countries have been shifting their focus on marine resource de-

velopment and management, and following the UN Marine Agreement

formally took effect, important issues such as maritime transportation

safety, maritime rescue, fishery resource management, non-biological

resource development, marine environment conservation, investigation

and crimp down against smuggling, weapons and human trafficking,

anti-piracy anti piracy, anti-terrorism have all become major task fo-

cuses for countries around the world.  In light of which, the Adminis-
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tration has uphold the objective of "Strengthening sea territorial law

enforcement and maintaining navigation safety" and has devised the

goals of, 1. Strengthening the navigational order for improving global

competitiveness; 2. Enhancing maritime security service to ensure the

safety of lives and properties; 3. Solidifying sea territorial law enforce-

ment function to safeguard the national sovereignty; 4. Expanding its

navigational security dynamics to excel the blueprint and vision of in-

dependent anti-terrorism capability.

- Marine resources section:  To aggressively map out Taiwan's com-

petitive edge for the 21st century, "Protecting marine environment and

deep-rooting marine resources" has emerged as a vital policy and na-

tional consensus in Taiwan's management in developing and conserv-

ing natural resources that would poise to benefit its entire population.

A vital factor lies in strengthening marine environment survey and

monitoring that will enhance pollution prevention and treatment

capability; next, conserving and protecting natural coastal area and eco-

logical habitats; thirdly, instilling a sustainable resource management

system that could be used to manage marine resources; finally, inte-

grating the government and private sectors, and excelling the promo-

tion of rehabilitation work.

- Marine industry section:  For the marine industry is closely tied

to global trend, Taiwan is not better known for its deep-sea fishing in-

dustry and shipbuilding industry, but there are many impressive

achievements with its maritime technology industry.  In light of which,

upholding a promotional objective of "Strengthening a comprehensive

operating environment for development a marine industry", the Coun-

cil of Agriculture has also focus on enhancing Taiwan's harbor manage-

ment capability through building the shipping and shipbuilding

industry, promoting a sustainable maritime industry allowing Taiwan

to become a fishery country emphasizing marine resource conservation,

expanding its marine technology industry for instilling marine biology

science park and providing resources for economical and constructional

development as well as expanding the maritime tourism industry by
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offering diverse seaside leisure activities, which are to serve as objec-

tive strategies and task guidelines.

- Marine cultural section:  Taiwan, blessed with a nature-carved

marine environment, finds its marine resources the best gem for the

local residents to carve out a culture of mountains and seas, and the

bloodline whereby the local denizens thrive and survive. The Council

for Cultural Affairs upholds a mission task of "Deep-rooting a marine

culture for recreating an ethnic characteristic" for the marine cultural

section, in anticipation to bring the local population's awareness to the

land we call home, which in turn would reinforce a common national

identity awareness by utilizing systematic data gathering, sorting of

Taiwan's marine data, and strengthening Taiwan's marine study; by

adopting literature, arts, imagery and firsthand experience to excel the

local population's awareness toward Taiwan's marine heritage; by in-

stilling Taiwan's marine cultural characteristics to reinvent Taiwan's ma-

rine heritage and push forward global promotional campaigns.

- Marine technology section:  New thinking on marine policy leads

us to be aware that the ocean not only holds a wealth of resources but

also provides provide an infinite array of space, currents to explore in

and utilize with.  With that, the National Science Council has been ap-

pointed to spearhead the interdepartmental marine technology section

with missions to, a., developing outstanding marine professional tal-

ents and excelling rudimentary marine education; b., effectively utiliz-

ing marine technology resources and excelling marine information in-

tegration and exchange; c., instilling marine environment surveillance

capabilities and developing underwater exploration technology and

oceanographic exploration mode that will maintain a sustainable de-

velopment and utilization through marine ecology and biodiversity;

d., excelling marine industry development and upgrade as a key mis-

sion by conducting oceanic and continental reef resources survey and

study. Utilizing marine technology that will attain the objective of "Cul-

minating marine human resources and deep-rooting marine technol-

ogy R&D".

At the final integrated forum, participat-

ing delegates have unanimously concurred

that the hope of Taiwan's future hinges on its

national marine affairs development, while

the forum's central theme, "Building a strong

marine nation, Taiwan sets sail" further serves

to showcase a mutually prospering tie that

Taiwan has with the ocean, and only a smart

utilization of its marine resources could Tai-

wan steer toward embracing the world and

remaining vibrant on the world stage.




